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TYPE COLLECTING-U.S. PAPER CURRENCY
By PAUL H. JOHANSEN

FOREWORD: The progressive history of our paper
currency, war-born in 1861, down to the present, tells
of that war and others. But it tells, too, of our ap-
preciation of the march of science and forms of trans-
portation. It shows our earlier insistence upon, and later
retreat from, metal backing for our paper currency.
The designs portray Presidents, cabinet officers, states-
men, war heroes and an Indian chief. They portray
Martha Washington, an Indian maid, and other beautiful
women in allegory as "Columbia." "Victory," "Liberty,"
and "Justice." There even is a mysterious, feminine
stranger. The large-size issues, at least, have many
beautiful examples of the imagination and skill of the
artist and the art of the engraver. In themselves, these
facets of our notes well deserve monographs of their
own, but here we shall explore but one branch of cur-
rency collecting: this is type collecting, the singling out
of one each from all the different examples of issue.

A compilation such as this needs draw heavily upon
the several fine catalogs for superb photographic ex-
amples and accompanying narrative material. From
those are drawn off thumb-nail descriptions of the note's
features, face and back, coupled to the catalog numbers
of each. Later, herein, these catalogs will be fully
identified and the authors' permissions will be cited.

WHAT IS A TYPE NOTE? It is an emission of the
U. S. Treasury that is distinguishable by class, denomina-
tion, portrait, scene or allegory; Treasury Seals by color,
size, shape or position on the face: federal bank or
district reference: color of serial numbers if they change:
wording of inscription and of obligation; the presence
of counterfeit warning and of convertibility reference;
and of overprints of one purpose or another. These
features of composition on face. hack, or in combination,
fix it as a separate type. "Class" as first above used as
a characteristic is intended to separate issues between
Legal Tender, Silver and Gold Certificates, National
Bank Notes. Federal Reserve Bank Notes, Federal Reserve
Notes, etc.. as the first step in assignment of type num-
bers.

IN THIS CONTEXT, THEN, WHAT DIFFERENCES
DO NOT FIX TYPE? Those differences which, of them-
selves, do not fix as a separate type:

Serial numbers, prefixes, suffixes, combinations, or place-
ment upon the face of a note

Series dates and/or their suffixed letters

Differing federal banks or districts or their accompany-
ing numbers and/or letters. Nor, on early notes, place
of payment such as "New York," "Washington," etc.

National banks by name, city, town or state

Signatures nor signature combinations

Some of the exclusions, however, coincide with changes,
face or back, that do provide a type; that is but inci-
dental.

Errors, too, are excluded for the reason that they do
not represent a government emission, consciously and
purposely prepared, intended for general circulation.

ONE MAN'S OPINION: Let there be this early admis-
sion that the foregoing definition of what constitutes a
type and the features that do no! fix type is an empirical
judgment. Accept it, please, for the purpose of this work
so that discussion will be opened. Thereafter, there will
be discussion, criticism, correction all earnestly are
invited—so that, "down the road a piece" we may have
something in print which represents, at least, general
agreement as to the listing of types. Those of us
interested in types will always fully realize that type
collecting is but one branch of this particular hobby:
it is not for everyone. And that is good. Hobbies—
and we think currency collecting to be one of the very
best are a very personal thing, as they should be. The
purpose of a hobby is to gain and impart knowledge
and at the same time give release from the cares of the
day. Consequently, one may lead, follow, or change
direction at will, for regimentation has no place in a
h obby.

This, then, is an attempt to narrow down the field, for
today probably there is no one with the desire and
means to pursue all. Within the limits of type, however,
there is great opportunity for satisfaction in the quest
for suitable examples of the class and/or denomination
selected.

"COMPLETENESS" IN A COLLECTION: Few col-
lectors have aspirations beyond the century, the "C."
the $100 note. Those financially able to collect higher
denominations, and doing so, are specialists of high
order and nothing found here is likely to be new or
found useful to them. Still, the rest of us may have our
share of curiosity and want to know all types issued.
collectible or not, all the way to the top, the Woodrow
Wilson $100,000 gold certificate of 1934 which served
and moved only between banks.

Even in the field of the type collector, narrower than
that of the general collector, the enthusiast is faced with
the inescapable fact that it is unlikely that he can put
together a complete collection of any denomination for
a number of reasons beside money, as if that were not
reason enough. Some issues have been totally redeemed
by the government and destroyed; others have a unique
copy outstanding; still others are retired to museums;
a few rarities are in private collections, unlikely to be
marketed any time soon. Records of the Treasury show
some few copies unredeemed but their existence is un-
known to collectors. At great intervals good fortune
attends and one of the rarities comes to market. It
has happened: a Second Charter, 3rd issue, Friedberg
No. 586-a, Hessler No. 1183, referred to by Donlon but
not assigned a number. It changed hands at $25,000.
The face value? $100! Yes, our curiosity may be ex-
cused; there are attics still to be explored and trunks
to be discovered.
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ARRANGEMENT OF THIS MATERIAL: In note de-
scriptions, that first given is the face of the note. That
which follows "B." is the back of the note. Any nar-
rative description of U. S. Notes, this one especially
included, must fall far short of conveying adequately
that which often truly is a work of art, first by the
artist, then the engraver, then the printer. Particularly
is this true of large-size notes. The vision and imagi-
nation, the precision of technical skills, the depth and
contrast of coloring will not be realized from factual
description. Real appreciation goes even beyond the
superb photographs in the catalogs and is realized only
by examination of the notes themselves.

Examination of those in the hands of dealers is a
pleasure. This is broadened by attendance at some of
the larger conventions, making well worthwhile the
time, effort and expense. Less can be said on behalf
of the small-size notes. There have been a few changes,
face and/or back, but they did not begin with outstand-
ing features and continue that way. Let us just say, in
forty-plus years, we've come to know them well.

Portraits are usually the first feature of the note's
face to be described, and surnames, only, are used.
except in the case of Adams, J.Q., Sherman, J.. Generals
and the one Admiral. Allegorical figures represent that
attributed to them by the catalogers and, with more than
one attribution, there is not always precise agreement as
to what the allegory represents. But on this and all
other small details we all shall remain flexible.

ABBREVIATIONS AND TERMS USED: Any work that
attempts narrative descriptions, coupled to columnar
numbers, finds page-space at premium. Therefore, once
a face or back has been first described, subsequent faces,
backs, or both will use the word "Same" to indicate
identity with the earlier type. Or, perhaps, if not im-
mediately preceding, "Same as Type  " If first of
type has, say, a "Red seal," a type following may have
the difference explained simply by "Blue seal." "Same"
may be too constrictive a word, for the latter may have
a slight change in type face, a lighter or darker color
of Treasury Seal, or a re-touched plate. Perhaps "Quite
similar" would be a more felicitous term, but for the
sake of space, "Same" was used and the reader will
understand it to be "much the same."

Secondly, to save space and to avoid tiring the reader,
a "shorthand" of abbreviations for much-used words
was needed. Used a few times, they will he recognized
easily:

c—center, or centered
1—left
l&r—left and right
lg—large
no.—number
nos.—numbers
r—right
sc—scalloped
sm—small
sp—spiked

And, thus, the combination "re - translates "right center,"
etc.

"Inscription" herein is reference to the limitation, if
any, attached to free use of the note. "Obligation" is
the government's promise to pay, and in what form.
"Warning" is that appearing on early notes which
warned against alteration or counterfeiting that note and
the penalties to be imposed. "Convertibility" is the re-
ference as to when, and into what, the note could be
converted.

Throughout, wherever used, classes of notes use these
abbreviations:

CD—Currency Certificates of Deposit
CIN—Compound Interest Note
CN—Coin (or Treasury) Note

This abbreviation selected because "TN" for Treasury
Note would confuse with the earliest Legal Tenders
which also were designated "Treasury Note"

DN—Demand Note
FRBN—Federal Reserve Bank Note
FRN—Federal Reserve Note
GC—Gold Certificate
IBN—Interest-bearing Note
LT—Legal Tender (United States Note). Early LT's

were designated "Treasury Note." See "CN," above.
NBN—National Bank Note
NGBN—National Gold Bank Note (California banks,

only)
RC—Refunding Certificate
SC—Silver Certificate

REPETITIVE DETAIL OMITTED: Often, all corners of
a note but sometimes fewer—show the note's denomi-
nation in figures, spelled out, spelling across the figure,
or the Roman numeral. Often, too, these are enclosed
by or upon an ornate mount. Also, figures mentioned
as flanking the central portrait have ornamental mount-
ings. Such endlessly repetitive detail has been omitted
to spare the reader.

National Bank Notes, 1875 and later, show the bank's
charter numbers upon the face. Second Charter, first
issue, shows it once; on others it appears twice: on the
large-size notes, vertically to left of center and horizontal-
ly to the right of center. On small-size notes the num-
bers are vertically shown far left and right, except if
the charter number is of five digits it is a combination
of two, horizontally, and three vertically, at the far
right.

To collectors of NBN's and perhaps to all collectors.
it would be an affront to intelligence to repeat on every
first type of NBN that such charter numbers appear.
However, when the second pair of charter numbers made
four in total and constituted Type Two (II), a separate
type, the fact was noted as causing a new type, on the
1929 NBN's.

NUMBERING OF THE TYPES: Notes were arranged
in classes, large-size and small-size, in the order that the
first note of that class was issued. For example, the
first $1 note issued was the S1 Legal Tender, Type No. 1.
The final, large-size note issued was Federal Reserve
Bank Note (1918), and is Type No. 23. In small-size
notes, the first issued was the Silver Certificate, and the
first type, therefore, is Type No. 24.

There is but one necessary exception to this: the
Federal Reserve Notes are placed last in small notes
whether or not their first issue date would put them in
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that position. And the reason is clear because, when
and if there are further types in small notes, most surely
such will be Federal Reserve Notes, and open-end num-
bering will permit the addition of the new type, or types.
It is not overlooked that the red seal, LT, $100, 1966-
series is a current note. If not phased out in the interim,
successive types of that particular note must be assigned
suffix "A," etc., or a number.

TYPE NUMBERS COUPLED TO CATALOG NUM-
BERS: Once type numbers had been assigned, such
numbers were fitted to the catalog numbers of the four
major catalog authors. Opposite each type number will
appear catalog numbers of, for large-size notes: "Fried-
berg." "Donlon." and "Hessler," heading three columns.
These are the three major catalogers in the order of
first appearance of his catalog on the market. (Only
recently were all rights to the "Donlon" catalog sold to
A. M. & Don Kagin. I On small-size notes, these are
the headings: "Friedberg," "Hewitt," "Hessler." Sources
thus designated, are further identified:

Friedberg—Paper Money of the United States, Eighth
Edition, 1974 (for release about January, 1975).
Published by The Coin and Currency Institute, 393
Seventh Ave., New York, NY 10001. Authors: Robert
and Jack Friedberg.

Donlon—United States Large Size Paper Money, 1861 to
1923, Third Edition, 1973-74. (Ed. Note: Subsequent
to the manuscript's preparation, this catalog in Fourth
Edition has appeared, titled "1975 DONLON CATA-
LOG UNITED STATES LARGE SIZE PAPER
MONEY 1861 to 1923 by William P. Donlon, Revised
by A. M. and Don Kagin." Page 1 notes that future
enquiries should be addressed to A. M. & Don Kagin,
Des Moines, Iowa 50309.)

Hessler—Comprehensive Catalog of U.S. Paper Money,
The, First Edition, 1974. Published by Henry Regnery
Company, 114 West Illinois Street, Chicago, IL 60610.
Author: Gene Hessler, The Chase Manhattan Bank,
Rockefeller Center Branch, 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York, NY 10020.

Hewitt—Hewitt-Donlon Catalog of United States Small
Size Paper Money, 11th Annual Edition, 1975. Pub-
lished by Hewitt Bros., 7320 Milwaukee Ave., Chicago,
IL 60648. Text by William P. Donlon, James Gre-
binger, Lee F. Hewitt, and Nathan Goldstein II. Mr.
Hewitt is also the Numismatic Editor.

All are of high quality and merit; it respectfully is re-
commended that every serious student of our nation's
currency own, not one, but all of these catalogs for they
well complement one another with different photographs,
arrangement and narrative.

Not here drawn upon for numbers because it is dif-
ferently arranged, but nevertheless another "must" for
the small-size currency collector is: Guide Book of
Modern United States Currency, published by Western
Publishing Company, Inc., Whitman Coin Products,
Racine, WI 53401, authored by Neil Shafer.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: Earlier herein, there has been
acknowledged reliance upon the catalogers, above. But,
further, there should be acknowledged their prompt and
courteous assent to the use of their catalog numbers. and
most gratefully this is done.

This may be a good place to say that, while the cata-
logers' numbers are here used with their full permission,
any errors found herein and some there must he—
are mine, not the catalogers. And to say, too, that none
of the catalogers suggested any arrangement of material
or assignment of his numbers. Skilled authors that they
are, they could probably make suggestions as to format
and arrangement. As readers of PAPER MONEY, it is
hoped that they will.

Another acknowledgement is due from us all: Gene
Hessler, author referred to above, introduced in his hook
a new word: "Syngraphics." it appears in the foreword
of his book. He and another learned friend drew upon
ancient languages to construct the word. It means, "The
bringing together of bonds and written things." Rather
a handsome word, don't you think, to fill in the long-
existing gap? Many of us are numismatists, too, but
always lacked a word that exactly described, and sepa-
rated, the paper currency from the coin collector. We
have it now, thanks to Gene Hessler; let us put it into
circulation: syngraphists.

HOW MANY TYPES ARE THERE? Based upon the
definition, and exclusions, which earlier were referred to,
there are the following types of all paper currency from
mid-1861 to date:

NOTE TYPES:
No.	 No.

Large Small Total
$ size size No.

1 23 13 36
2 20 4 24
5 36 17 53

10 44 15 59
20 44 12 56
50 39 10 49

100 38 11 49
500 23 3 26

1000 26 3 29
5000 9 3 12

10,000 8 3 11
100,000 1 1

310 95 405

It should be repeated, 405 different types were issued,
but add: there are some, particularly in the higher
denominations, that are not collectible.

WHAT WAS THE FACE VALUE AT TIME OF ISSUE?
Excepting, as we must because it was never in the hands
of the public, the final note—$100.000, one each of all
other types, at time of issue, were available for well less
than a quarter-million dollars—$1 to and including
$10,000. But let us drop down to the more usual: types
of new notes $100 and less. Grandfather, father, and I
could have garnered one of every single type for
$9,409.00, between the three of us. Had they the foresight
(my hindsight), to have done so, my sons, along with
me, need never work another day. Only a dream a
pleasant dream. And yet, some of the paper money
available today is scarcer, much scarcer, than rare paint-
ings or rare coins. We syngraphists are not in the hobby
primarily for gains: yet it is nice to know that we
probably are into a hobby whose ultimate cost may he
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very little, it may he nothing, it may well return a
profit.

ARE THERE STILL SLEEPERS? There have been such
in the last 40 years; there well may be some in the
future. in that time there has been available to us at
face value, $1, Type 25, and 810, Type 49 total outlay .

811.00. Value in Hewitt's 10th Edition? $3200.00.
Only slightly less spectacular, the 1928B $2 which is a
Type 21. $2 face and today it catalogs 8450. It is
interesting, isn't it?

AND, IN CONCLUSION: A few quick words on condi-
tion and then we'll get to the type tables. Collectors of

small-size currency, 81-$100, naturally are on the look-
out for crisp, uncirculated (CU) copies. But collectors
of large-size currency find that issues earlier than 1914,
CU usually carry a price tag beyond the purse of the
average collector-the man of average means that sets
aside a budget for his hobby. In the earlier types, then,
he will accept lesser grades, fairly graded. And, why
not? One of California's noted syngraphists says, "I get
what I need in whatever reasonable condition it may be
offered. Because, used, it proves to me that it has served
its purpose in the marketplace." And, perhaps as a
seeming afterthought, he adds, "My only regret is that
it cannot talk!"

TYPES OF U.S. CURRENCY-mid-I861 to date
Large

	

LT	 Chase tipper-I. Sm red seal-lc. "ONE DOLLAR"-c B. "ONE" across "1"-
l&r, flank Ig encircled Inscription-c on note-length field

2
	

Washington-c. Columbus sighting land high-I. "ONE" across "I" upper,.
Red seal-re, partially obscured by "DOLLAR" across Ig "ONE" B. Verti-
cal "ONE" far-1. "US" overlapped-le. "ONE" across "1"-c. Inscription-
Warning-re. "1"-re

:1
	

Sm red seal with rays-1. Red ornament encircles "DOLLAR" across 1g
"ONE"-r. B. Vertical "ONE" far-lc. Blank field-lc. Diagonal ".OF AMER-
ICA." across downward diagonal "UNITED STATES". Inscription-Warn-
ing-re. Vertical "ONE" far,

4
	

1g brown seal,. Red serials B. Same)
5
	

Lg red seal,. Blue serials B. Same
Lg brown seal-r. Blue serials B. Same
Sm sc red seal-I. Blue serials B. Same

8	 Red serials B. Same
9	 New, Washington portrait-c. Inscription across sm sc red seal-le. "DOL-

LAR" across "1"-re B. "ONE" across "1" far-l&r. "THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA" above "ONE DOLLAR" across ornament in
open field-c

10 NBN First (and only) Charter. "Concord" low-re. Red seal with rays upper-
r. B. Landing of Pilgrims-c. Vertically curved Inscription-1 and Warning-r

11 NBN Same as Type 10, except sm se red seal upper, B. Same

	

12 SC 	 M. Washington-I. "ONE", "SILVER DOLLAR", 2 lines-c. Sm red seal
lower-re, near Ig "1"-re. B. Lg "1" far-l&r. "ONE's" flank Inscription-c

11	 Lg red seal lower-r. B. Same
14	 Lg brown seal lower, B. Same
15	 Sm Sc red seal lower, B. Same
16	 Same. B. Ornamental "1" far-l&r. Inscription in oval-c
17
	

So-called "Educational", "History" instructing youth-lc. "ONE SILVER
DOLLAR" low-c. Sm red seal far, low-r B. M. Washington-1 and G.
Washington-re, flank ornamental "ONE" across Ig ornamental "1"-c, above
Inscription low-c

18	 Eagle, poised on flag-c. Lg "1"-le. Sc blue seal far-re. Lincoln-1, Grant-r,
flank "SILVER CERTIFICATE" low-c and below "ONE SILVER DOL-
LAR" at flag. B. Lg "1" far-l&r. Inscription-c on open field

19 	 New, Washington portrait-c. Inscription across blue seal-lc. "DOLLAR"
across ornamental "1"-re B. Some as Type 9

	

20 CN 	 Stanton upper-le. Lg. "1" far-I. "ONE" across "1"-re impinges 1g brown
seal. "ONE DOLLAR"-c, above "IN COIN" B. "ONE" across "1" far-lc.
Inscription far-re. Bold, double-lined "ONE" covers-c of ornate field

21	 Sm red seal fin, B. Same

	

22 CN 	 Same as Type 21 B. "1"-l&re. Inscription-c
23 FRBN Washington far-lc. District Bank-c, above "ONE DOLLAR". Blue seal far-

ce B. Eagle on flag-c on open field-l&r

(To be continued)

Cataloger's Numbers
Friedberg 	 Donlon 	 Hessler

16, 	 17 101-1 T1-T4 I-4

18 101- 	 4 5

19-27 4A-7 6-14

28-30 8-10 15-17
31 14R 18

32, 33 14B, 15B 19, 	 20
34, 35 15R, 17 21, 	 22
36-39 28-31 23-27

40 31A 28

380-382 A301- 	 2-4 29-11

383-386 A301- 5-8 32-35
215, 	 210 201- 	 12, 	 13 36, 37

217,	 218 13LR, 	 14LR 38, 39
219, 	 220 14LB, 15LB 40, 41

221 15 42
222, 223 15A, 	 17 4:3, 	 44
224, 	 225 17A, 	 19 45, 46

226-236 20 T1-31 47-58

237-239 31A-33 59-81

347, 	 348 701- 	 14, 	 15 62, 63

349 15A 64
35(1-352 701- 	 15B-19 65-67
708-746 401A- 28-401L-20A 08A1-L4

India's Intaglio Notes

A return to intaglio printing (line engraving) has been
heralded as one of the reasons the 10 and 20 rupee Indian
notes of March 24, 1975 are counterfeit-proof. The in-
taglio work which stands out in relief and can be felt is
combined with lithography and letterpress printing in
the contemporary methods. (Many current U. S. postage
stamps are printed by a combination of intaglio and
lithography.) The 5 rupee in the series is printed by an
"improved dry-offset" process (lithography?). Other
forgery-fooling features are said to be thicker paper with

more wet-strength, improved watermark layout, and a
profusion of Indian-motif geometrical lathework.

A later but somewhat ambiguous report from D.
Mehta of Bombay tells of the release of a 100 rupee note
in the new series also, but does not indicate whether the
printing method is intaglio alone or combined intaglio-
litho. Mehta also did not specify the method for a forth-
coming 50 rupee note.
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